Intronic variants of SLC26A4 gene enhance splicing efficiency in hybrid minigene assay.
The SLC26A4 genomic sequence screening in autoimmune thyroid diseases (AITD) revealed different variants types with possible pathogenic effects. Although intronic variants may have more detrimental effects than those coding, they are poorly explored. Thus, in a first assessment, our bioinformatics analysis of intronic variants predicted a pathogenic effect of c.1002-9A>C, c.1545-5T>G and c.1544+9C>T variants. Validating these variants pathogenicity may provide new clues on the AITD physiopathology. Variants were explored in a general population by PCR-RFLP. These variants effects on the mRNA processing was assessed using functional splicing assay based in DNA hybrid minigene in HeLa cell lines. The constructs splicing efficiency was investigated by real time PCR. Our results revealed that c.1002-9A>C is a rare allele (minor frequency allele (MFA)=0.007) whereas c.1545-5T>G and c.1544+9C>T are low frequency variants. The RT-PCR analysis showed that these variants did not affect the mRNA processing. However, quantifying the transcripts generated from minigene constructs proved an mRNA splicing enhancement. Our study suggests a pathogenic effect of three intronic variants on the mRNA splicing efficiency using a DNA Hybrid minigene. By quantifying these transcripts, we unveil the limit of standard RT-PCR in analyzing a splicing minigene assay.